
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Challenge 
We are living in a unique time in the history of our country where 
we now have more skeptics regarding Christianity than at any 
other time. Phillip Johnson observed, “One who claims to be a 
skeptic of one set of beliefs is actually a true believer in another set 
of beliefs.”1 This statement is proving to be a reality in modern 
day times. Consider some of the evidence at hand, 

§ Carrie Dann reports, “One in five Americans (21%) say 
religion does not play an important role in their lives.”2 

§ The Barna Group observes, “Although church involvement 
was once a cornerstone of American life, U.S. adults today 
are evenly divided on the importance of attending church. 
While half (49%) say it is "somewhat" or "very" important, 
the other 51% say it is "not too" or "not at all" important. The 
divide between the religiously active and those resistant to 

                                                        
1 Norman L. Geisler and Frank Turek, I Don't Have Enough Faith to Be an Atheist (Wheaton, IL: 
Crossway Books, 2004), 16-17. 

2 Carrie Dann, “Losing Faith: 21% Say Religion ‘Not That Important.’ Downloaded April 14, 
2014 from http://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/losing-faith-21-percent-say-
religion-not-important-n51256 
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churchgoing impacts American culture, morality, politics 
and religion.”3 

Barna has also observed that 
there are two main reasons 
why individuals do not 
attend church as found in the 
chart4 to the right. Our 
culture is continually 
bombarded by anti-Christian 
theologies, philosophies, and 
false gospels. There are 
numerous individuals that 
do not understand the truth 
regarding the Word of God 
because the truth is 
becoming increasingly more 
elusive among those who 
profess to be the experts of 
the truth, i.e. Christians and 
Evangelical Churches. The 
fallout of softer of gospels being preached from pulpits and the 
lifestyle of hypocritical Christians has led to three consequences. 

1. First, some individuals are led to believe that “God is 
Dead” otherwise that He must not exist because His 
followers are no different than the rest of the world.   

2. Second, many are led to believe that “Church is no longer 
relevant in life” due to the fact that the message and the 
people are similar to that which can be found among non-
Christians.  

3. Finally, some have been led to believe that because this 
message is not different than the rest of the world then it 
must mean that “God can be found elsewhere” because He 
is not being found in many churches and His followers are 
not living a transformed life. 

                                                        
3 Barna Group, “Americans Divided on the Importance of Church.” Downloaded April 14, 2014 
from https://www.barna.org/barna-update/culture/661-americans-divided-on-the-
importance-of-church#.U0vRhvldXa4 

4 Ibid. 



This sermon series will respond to these outcomes and provide a 
reasonable response to the toughest questions skeptics ask. We 
will prove with Biblical & historical accuracy that “God is Alive” 
and He has a relevant plan for your life and eternal welfare. We 
will examine these questions, 

n Is Jesus Christ really the Son of God? 
n Why does God allow pain & suffering? 
n Is there really only one way to heaven? 
n Can we really trust the Bible? 
n How can a Good God allow evil to exist? 

Background Regarding Belief 
Every individual has some sort of claim about God. Some will 
argue that He does not exist while others will claim that He is one 
of many gods to choose from. Others will claim that we are all 
gods and still some will understand that truth which is that there 
is one true God, our Sovereign Creator that has provided a plan of 
salvation which can only be found through Jesus Christ the Son of 
God and Savior of the World.  

There are five basic questions that mankind wrestles with through 
life. The answer to these questions matter more than you can 
imagine as it shapes your worldview. The five questions are as 
follows, 

n Origin: Where did we come from? 
n Identity: Who are we? 
n Meaning: Why are we here? 
n Morality: How should we live? 
n Destiny: Where are we going? 

Norman L. Geisler and Frank Turek discuss the importance of 
these questions as they observe , 

The answers to each of these questions depend on the existence of God. 
If God exists, then there’s ultimate meaning and purpose to your life. If 
there’s a real purpose to your life, then there’s a real right and wrong way 
to live it. Choices you make now not only affect you here but will affect 
you in eternity. On the other hand, if there is no God, then your life 
ultimately means nothing. Since there is no enduring purpose to life, 



there’s no right or wrong way to live it. And it doesn’t matter how you live 
or what you believe—your destiny is dust.5 

Preparation for Series 
As we prepare to study through the basic questions of a skeptic, 
one must recognize the importance of worldviews. Every single 
individual holds one of four basic worldviews. Nearly all of the 
different religions in the world fall into one of these four 
categories. 

§ Theism – This is an individual who believes in a personal 
God who created the universe but is not the universe. 
Proponents of this view are Christians and religious Jews. 

§ Pantheism – This is an individual that believes in an 
impersonal God that literally is the universe. This person 
believes that God is everything that exists: God is grass, God 
is the stars & sky, or God is the air we breathe. Buddhists, 
New Age Proponents, and followers of Hindu fall into this 
category. 

§ Atheism – This is an individual that rejects the identity of 
any type of God. Religious humanists fall into this same 
category. 

§ Agnosticism – This is an individual that believes in some 
higher power but is unsure regarding the identity of this 
higher power.  

Purpose of Series: Deepen Your Apologetic 
This series focuses on equipping each Christian with a better 
“apologetic” for their faith. What does this mean? A Biblical 
apologetic is also known as a “defense” for the faith. The basis of a 
Biblical apologetic is found in 1 Peter 3:15 which states,  

1 Peter 3:15 – But in your hearts honor Christ the Lord 
as holy, always being prepared to make a defense to 
anyone who asks you for a reason for the hope that is in 
you; yet do it with gentleness and respect… 

                                                        
5 Norman L. Geisler and Frank Turek, I Don't Have Enough Faith to Be an Atheist (Wheaton, IL: 
Crossway Books, 2004), 20. 



Peter clearly assumes that Christian ideas are being 
misunderstood or misrepresented, and urges his readers to set the 
record straight—but to do so graciously and considerately. For 
Peter, apologetics is about defending the truth with gentleness 
and respect. The object of apologetics is not to antagonize or 
humiliate those outside the church, but to help open their eyes to 
the reality, reliability, and relevance of the Christian faith. Alister 
McGrath observes, 

The term “apologetics” makes a lot more sense when we consider the 
meaning of the Greek word on which it is based—apologia. An apologia is 
a “defense,” a reasoned case proving the innocence of an accused person 
in court, or a demonstration of the correctness of an argument or belief. 6 

Christians have taken this advice seriously from the earliest days 
of the church. The New Testament itself contains several 
important passages—mostly in the Acts of the Apostles—that 
explain, commend, and defend the Christian faith to a variety of 
audiences. Modern day Christians are called to take the same 
approach with the world around them. This sermon series has 
been designed to help each Christian give a better defense in our 
modern day times. This series will follow answer these questions 
as listed on page 3. 

Application 
This sermon series will have a weekly handout that can be found 
at the information booth in the foyer. This handout can be used 
for small group discussion in the home or class room. A more 
detailed study will be presented on Wednesday nights in which 
the subject of the Sunday Morning Sermon will be examined in a 
way that will provide each Christian with practical tools to 
answer each skeptic and give a defense for their faith. 

This series has three objectives in developing a better Biblical 
Apologetic among Christians. First, we desire to help each 
Christian develop a better defense for their faith. McGrath 
observes, 

                                                        
6 Alister E. McGrath, Mere Apologetics: How to Help Seekers and Skeptics Find Faith (Grand 
Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2012), 15. 



Here, the apologist sets out to find the barriers to faith. Have they arisen 
through misunderstandings or misrepresentations? If so, these need to be 
corrected. Have they arisen because of a genuine difficulty over Christian 
truth claims? If so, these need to be addressed. It is important to note that 
defense is generally a reactive strategy. Someone comes up with a 
concern; we are obliged to respond to it. Happily, there are excellent 
responses that can be made, and the apologist needs to know and 
understand these. Where honest questions are sincerely asked, honest 
answers must be powerfully yet graciously given. 

Yet everyone has different questions, concerns, and anxieties. As a result, 
the apologist needs to know her audience. What are the difficulties 
people experience with the Christian gospel? One of the first things that 
the apologist learns when he does apologetics—as opposed to just 
reading books about it—is that audiences vary enormously. Each person 
has his or her own specific difficulties about faith and must not be 
reduced to a generalized stereotype.7 

Second, our objective is to compel the skeptic to investigate the 
Biblical truth in more detail. There are many different kinds of 
skeptics that we will encounter in life and there will be many 
objections we will encounter but Christianity remains the only 
compelling truth when honestly investigated. McGrath observes, 

The gospel does not need to be made relevant to these audiences. The 
question is how we help the audience grasp this relevance—for example, 
by using helpful illustrations, analogies, or stories that allow them to 
connect with it…As we shall see, one classic way of doing this is to show 
that Christianity is rationally compelling. It makes better sense of things 
than its rivals. Yet it is vitally important not to limit the appeal of the 
gospel to human reason.8 

Finally, our objective is to help each skeptic wrestle with the truth 
of God’s Word by relating it in terms that they will understand. 
We must always preserve the original intention of the author of 
the Biblical text but we can help each person draw personal 
application to their own life. McGrath observes, 

                                                        
7 Ibid, 17. 

8 Ibid, 19. 



Here, the apologist recognizes that many of the core ideas and themes of 
the Christian faith are likely to be unfamiliar to many audiences. They 
need to be explained using familiar or accessible images, terms, or 
stories. The issue here is about how we faithfully and effectively 
communicate the Christian faith to a culture that may not understand 
traditional Christian terms or concepts.9 
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More information about this series  
and a free download of this booklet can be found at 

www.RestartMinistries.com 
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